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  The Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus dating from
the seventeenth century B.C., is one of the oldest
of all known medical papyri. The Egyptologist
who brought this manuscript to light, Edwin Smith
was born in Connecticut in 1822. In 1930 James
H. Breasted translated the treatise and established
its importance.
   Of the 48 cases described in the Edwin Smith
Papyrus, 27 concern head trauma and six deal
with spinal trauma. Of the 27 head injuries, four
are deep scalp wounds exposing the skull, and
11 are skull fractures. The following four cases
are reproduced in part, from Breasted classic
translation.

Case Two
Title: Instructions concerning a (gaping) wound (in his
head), penetrating to the bone.

Examination: [If thou examinest a man having a [gaping]
wound [in] his [head], penetrating to the bone, thou
shouldst lay thy hand upon it [and] [thou shouldst]
pal[pate hi]s [wound]. If thou findest his skull [uninjured,
not hav]ing a perforation in it……..

Diagnosis: Thou shouldst say regarding [him]: “One
hav[ing a gaping wou]nd in his head. An ailment which
I will treat.”

Treatment: [Thou] shouldst bind [fresh meat upon it the
first day; thou shouldst apply for him two strips of linen,
and treat afterward with grease, honey, (and) lin]t every
day until he recovers.

Gloss: As for: “ Two strips of linen,” [it means] two
bands [of linen which one applies upon the two lips of
the gaping wound in order to cause that one join] to the
other.

Case Three
Title: [Instructions concerning] a gaping [wo]und in his
head, penetrating to the bone (and) perforating his [skull].
Examination: [If thou examinest a man having a gaping
wound in] his [head], penetrating to the bone, (and)
perforating his skull; thou shouldst palpate his wound;
[shouldst thou find him unable to look at his two

shoulders] and his [br]east, (suffering with stiffness in
his neck…..

Diagnosis: Thou shouldst say [regarding] him: “One
having [a gaping wound in his head, penetrating to the
bone, (and) per]forating his skull, while he suffers with
stiffness in his neck An ailment which I will treat.”

Treatment: Now [after thou has stitched it, thou shouldst
lay  [fresh] meat upon his wound  the first day. Thou
shouldst not bind it.  Moor (him) [at his mooring stakes
until the period of his injury passes by]. Thou shouldst
[tre]at  it afterward with grease, honey, and lint every
day until he recovers.

Gloss: As for: “Moor (him) at his mooring stakes,” it
means putting him on his customary diet, without
administering to him a prescription.

Case Six
Title: Instructions concerning a gaping wound in his
head, penetrating to the bone, smashing his skull, (and)
rending open the brain of his skull.

Examination: If thou examinest a man having a gaping
wound in his head, penetrating to the bone, smashing
his skull, (and) rending open the brain of his skull, thou
shouldst palpate his wound. Shouldst  thou find that
smash which is in his skull [like] those corrugations which
form the molten copper, (and) something therein
throbbing (and) fluttering under thy fingers, like the weak
place of an infant’s crown before it becomes whole- when
it has happened there is no throbbing ( and) fluttering under
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thy fingers until the brain of his [ the patient’s] skull is rent
open- (and) he discharges blood from both his nostrils,
(and) he suffers with stiffness in his neck…..

Diagnosis: [Thou shouldst say concerning him]: “An
ailment not to be treated.”

Treatment: Thou shouldst anoint that wound with grease.
Thou shalt not bind it; thou shalt   not apply two strips
upon it: until thou knowlest that he has reached a decisive
point.

Gloss: As for: “Smashing his skull, (and) rending open the
brain of his skull,” (it means) the smash is large, opening to
the interior of his skull, (to) the membrane enveloping his
brain, so that it breaks open his fluid in the interior of his
head .

Case Twenty-two
Title: Instructions concerning a smash in his temple.

Examination: If thou examinest a man having a smash in
his temple, thou shouldst place thy thumb upon his chin
(and) thy finger upon the end of his ramus, so that the
blood will flow from his two nostrils (and) from the interior
of his ear having that smash. Cleanse (it) for him with a
swab of linen until thou seest its fragments (of bone) in the
interior of his ear.  If thou callest to him (and) he is speechless
(and) and can not speak…..

Diagnosis: Thou shouldst say concerning him: “One
having a smash in his temple; he discharges blood from
his two nostrils and from his ear; he is speechless; (and)
he suffers with stiffness in his neck. An ailment not to be
treated.”

Gloss: As for: “thou seest its fragments (of bone) in the
interior of his ear,” it means that some of the fragments of
the bone come away to adhere to the swab which was
introduced to cleanse the interior of his ear.

Breasted


